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Abstract
This research aims to develop a learning model in disaster volcanic eruptions, floods and earthquakes integrated
in social science subjects and in elementary school level. This learning model includes five features, namely: (1)
the model syllabus and lesson plans, (2) the theme and subthemes, (3) teaching methods, (4) materials /
textbooks and CDs about the disaster of nature, and (5) techniques and types assessment of student learning
outcomes. Improving the knowledge and skills of teachers and students about the concepts, principles and
practice self-rescue if the occurrence of natural disasters. This study is a research and development (R & D) in
elementary school. This type of data consists of qualitative and quantitative data. Exploratory data analysis
results based disaster mitigation model of learning is conducted qualitatively by descriptive percentage. Analysis
of empirical test data using descriptive statistics percentages. Data were analyzed with the results of the
implementation of parametric statistical tests, descriptive of the samples using a t-test. Research shows that
learning device development results declared effective because it proved able to increase disaster mitigation
skills of students, student learning, and the comfortable to be applied at primary school level.
Keywords: disaster mitigation, disaster learning, integrated social science
1. Introduction
In geological, climatological and geographical, Indonesia is prone to disaster. There is a significant increase in
natural disasters in Indonesia compared by the previous year. This disaster makes a wide variety of losses and
changes the environment. The IPCC concludes that regional changes in temperature have an effect on natural
environment (Kurniawan, 2009). Global warming may cause a tropical cyclone and increase bad weather
(Goebbert & Leslie, 2010). Indonesia is one of countries which is located in the danger zone of disaster. The
geographical position of the Indonesian archipelago which is very unique cause Indonesia include in areas that
are prone to disasters. The Indonesian archipelago including the pacific ring of fire (a row of volcanoes Pacific),
also located at the confluence of three tectonic plates of the world and affected three movements, which are: the
movement Sunda system in the western part, the movement system of suburbs of East Asia, and Australia circum
movement. These factors led Indonesia to be prone to natural disasters such as volcanic eruptions, earthquakes
and volcanic eruptions (Oktarina, 2008).
Merapi Mount is one of the volcanoes in Indonesia which has a great potential danger when the volcano erupted.
Merapi eruptions followed by big losses. Losses caused by the eruption of Mount Merapi is very diverse, ranging
from material losses to victims, the harm caused by the eruption of Mount Merapi is very diverse, ranging from
the loss of material to the victims. Based on data from the National Agency for Disaster Management (BNPB) in
2011, when Merapi erupted it causes many death victims, as many as 374 victims and the number of refusse as
many as 279.702 inhabitants while the loss after the eruption of cold lava in Magelang District led to 2,836
residents displaced and 286 houses were damaged and washed away by the brunt of lava cold. In addition, the
Merapi eruptions also cause the activities of people around the slopes of Mount Merapi became paralyzed.
Mount Merapi is located on the border of two provinces, Central Java and D.I. Yogyakarta. Magelang is an area
which located on Merapi eruption danger zone.
The eruption of Mount Merapi caused deep concern about the disaster that befell the people in the district of
Magelang, Sleman and surrounding areas. Seeing the losses caused the eruption of Mount Merapi is not small, it
is necessary to mitigate the eruption of Mount Merapi to reduce such losses. The number of disaster-prone areas
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in Indonessia and the inccreased importtance of disastter risk reductiion efforts is a strong foundation for Indonesia
to jointly uundertake disaster risk reducction efforts byy integrated andd focused wayy. As educatorss, the research team
will contrribute in increasing public understandinng of the dissaster, public understandingg will focused on
understandding the catasstrophic volcannic eruptions, floods, and eearthquakes thhrough integraated social sciience
learning inn subjects maaterials in prim
mary school. The model w
which will be developed is a learning model
m
integrated social sciencee disaster. Teaccher transfers information annd knowledge tto the studentss and the civila
azion.
Teachers aas one componnent of societyy have a strategic role to preepare young peeople from an early age to better
b
understandd about naturaal disasters. Thhe concept of tthis natural disaster will be easily understtood if it expla
ained
by using aan integrated learning
l
modeel of social sccience, such ass the integration between sccience and soc
ciety.
Learning m
model is packkaged and inteegrated into thhe school curriiculum and im
mplemented at school level basic
because off several reasoon: (1) the resuults of educatioon are durablee and long-term
m, (2) reachingg populations large
enough forr the nation's future,
f
and (3) it is very apprropriate time too seed values aand moral sociial to students.
The probleem which studdied in this research is: “Hoow does learniing model inteegrated disasteer social science in
primary scchool?” Of thhese problem can be formuulated several research quesstions as folloowed: (a). Wh
hat is
themes annd sub-themes which can bee developed inn the curriculuum integrationn of disaster vvolcanic erupttions,
floods andd earthquakes??, (b). How to develop a sylllabus and lessson plan on diisaster learning model integrated
social scieence in primarry school? (C)) What forms of teaching m
materials on diisaster learningg model integrated
social scieence in primaryy school? (D) What forms aand assessmennt techniques thhat can be useed to determin
ne the
success off social learninng model integgrated disaster science in prim
mary school? ((E) How approopriate the learrning
model whiich developed with empiricaal data in the field?
The main objective of this
t
study wass to develop a mitigation moodel of naturaal disasters thrrough an integrated
social scieence disaster leearning in prim
mary schools. T
The specific oobjective is: a. Develop learnning model dissaster
volcanic erruptions, floodds and earthquuakes is integraated in the subjjects of science and social. T
This learning model
m
includes ffive features, that
t
are: (1) tthe model sylllabus and lessson plans, (2)) the theme aand subthemess, (3)
teaching m
methods, (4) materials
m
/ textbbooks and CD
Ds about the disaster of natuure, and (5) tecchniques and types
t
assessmennt of student leearning outcom
mes. b. Improvving the knowlledge and skills of teachers and students about
a
the conceppts, principless and practice self-rescue inn case of natuural disasters. c. Increase coollegiality betw
ween
lecturers aand teachers ass well as teacheers to teachers in teaching m
material.
Every citizen has an eqqual right in eeducation servvices, includinng students inn disaster-pronne areas. Providing
services foor student learnning in areas pprone to floodinng would havee been differennt with the studdents in a safe area.
In order too undertake thhe managemennt of disaster m
mitigation and appropriately,, students in ddisaster-prone areas
need to geet learning abbout the naturaal disaster. Onne of learningg model that ccan be developed is to integrate
disaster m
material into lesssons. Thus, thhe core curricuulum does not need to be chaanged, do not need to create
e new
subjects, bbut simply by integrating
i
natuural disaster m
material into soocial and sciencce subjects.
Society neeeds to increasee its capacity aas residents livving in disasterr prone areas, tto know and uunderstand the level
of potentiaal disasters, shape and great strength of dissasters that migght occur. Disaaster mitigation through learning,
can be useed to educate public to face natural disaasters in the fuuture. These aactivities can bbe started with
h the
provision of informatioon on potentiaal natural disaasters precise, accurate of tthe whole appparatus and re
elated
discipliness. By knowing these things, ppeople are menntally better prrepared to cope with disasterrs.
2. Method
ds
2.1 Designn Research

Based Disasterr Mitigation. (R
Rusilowati et aal., 2012)
Figure 1. Devvelopment Learrning Model-B
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This studyy is a researchh and developpment (R & D
D) carried out in collaboratiion with the teeachers in primary
schools. Thhe study desiggn is shown in Figure 1.
2.2 Stage R
Research
The researrch was conduucted in three stages, that arre: (1) exploraation theoreticcally and revieewing from ex
xperts
and stake hholder of the five
f
features innstructional m
model disaster ssocial sciencess integrated, suuch as: the sylllabus
and lessonn plans, themes and subthem
mes, learning m
methods, technniques and types of assessmeent across culttures,
and textboooks. (2) empirrical test, whicch aims to valiidate empirically fifth featurre natural disasster learning model
m
that integrrated in social science learniing. (3) The im
mplementationn phase which aims to implement the model, to
determine the effectiveness of the moddel, and obtainn the learning m
model that has been tested.
2.3 The Teest Product
Experimennts intended too determine reeadability teaching materialss, learning sceenarios (in lessson plans), and the
characterisstics of the evaaluation tool aand question ittem. In additioon, to determinne the amount of time required to
complete eeach learning theme
t
and testts which are pllanned. Thus, tthe model teaccher and tests m
maker can estiimate
the amounnt of time and number
n
of the correspondingg question.
1. Design of Experimentts
The produuct developmennt is carried ouut in two stagees, that are thee individual teest and field teest. Individual Test:
first by exxperts and studies teachers. Both apply too some teacheers and studennts (5-10 peopple). Field testt was
conductedd in a model schhool (1st classs). Design trialling draft moddel can be seenn in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Trial Desiggn
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2. Subject Tests
Based on considerationn of geographiical and histoorical disaster, Yogyakarta iis declared ass an empiricall test
location abbout the learniing model in vvolcano erupts disaster, floodds and earthquuakes. Individuual test subjectts are
experts annd practitionerrs (3 teachers), while the suubject of a lim
mited field triaals are few teaachers and primary
students. S
Subject field trrials are elemeentary school students. The technique of taking the subbject field trials by
purposive and cluster saampling. The nnumber of schoools being used as a test subbject and impleementation are
e four
schools, tw
wo primary scchool in disaster-prone areaa of volcanoess and two prim
mary schools in region pron
ne to
earthquakees and volcanicc eruptions in Yogyakarta.
3. Data Tyype
This data type obtained from the triall test product w
which there arre two kinds: qualitative andd quantitative data.
Qualitativee data got from
m expert responnse, and quanttitative data goot from studentt respond (scorre) tested.
4. Instrum
ments Data Colllectors
Instrumentts that used in this test are observation sheeets, questionnnaires and testss. Observationn sheet to deterrmine
the enforcceability of leaarning model,, the activitiess of teachers and students. The questionnnaire addresse
ed to
teachers too determine thhe suitability oof materials w
with students development, leearning scenarrios readibility
y and
conformannce tests with the purpose off learning. Thee questionnairre also addresssed to studentss, which purpo
ose to
know abouut the readabillity and instrucctional materiaals. Test develooped form is m
multiple choicee, with four an
nswer
choices, annd descriptionss.
5. Data Annalysis Techniqques
Data analyysis techniquees used to ansswer the reseaarch problem. Data analysiss exploratory results of learrning
model based disaster mitigation is donne qualitativelyy with the helpp of descriptivve percentage. The analysis of
o the
empirical ttest data usingg descriptive sttatistics percenntages. Data of implementattion were analyyzed by param
metric
statistical ttests, descriptiive of the sampples using a t-ttest.
t = (X – μ00)/(s/√n)
X is the avverage score, μ0
μ is hypothesiized value, s iss standard deviiation, and n iss the number oof sample. Learrning
outcome iss determined by
b the formula Gain normalizzed.

NB: pretesst and posttest scores in perccentages.
6. Productt Quality Standdards Researchh
There are five features of
o the development model oof mitigation of natural disassters resulting from this rese
earch.
Quality staandards for eacch feature is deetermined as ffollows:
1) The resuults of an syllaabi and lesson plans assessm
ment are minim
mum good in booth categories
2) Themess and sub-them
mes are minimuum good in botth categories
3) Teachinng materials on
o disaster mittigation and C
CD-based learnning has a reaadability levell easily undersstood
(legibility coefficient> 0.3),
0
and easy tto use
4) evaluatiion tool should be reliable ((the price of r ≥ 0.7), valid, has a medium
m difficulty levvel (with the index
i
level of diifficulty from 0.3 to 0.7), annd different poower good (witth a different ppower index ≥ 0.3 ). In addition,
the resultss of the implem
mentation of thhe model is exxpected to incrrease students' understandingg of the materiial of
natural dissaster. Standarrds of learningg achievement of the objectiives set out ass follows: the aacquisition of each
individual score ≥ 65 annd the percentaage of classicall completenesss is ≥ 85% of sstudents have aachieved a sco
ore of
≥65.
3. Results
The implem
mentation phaase of learning tools that havee been developped can be desscribed as folloows:
Disaster m
mitigation in leearning activities students arre expected too do or have ddisaster mitigattion skills, bec
cause
that learniing model is packed learniing through oobservation, discussion, preesentation andd simulated na
atural
disaster. D
Disaster mitigattion skills of oobservation results can be seeen in Table 1.
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Table 1. Students Disaster Mitigation Skills

No

Aspects of disaster mitigation skills

1
2
3

Immediately out of the building in case of earthquake
Protect head when they ran out of the building
If the shelter under a table did not get out
Choosing the outdoors, avoid electric poles, billboards, and did not
stop at the bridge
Ran away from the mountain and hot clouds
Protect eyes with sunglasses from volcanic ash
Ran to the emergency room / location that is safe from the eruption
Using a mask when leave home
Stay away from the beach when there is a warning of tsunami
Invite friends and other people around to stay away so as not many
victims
Prioritizing own soul and the family rather than possessions
Helping family, friends and anyone who is a victim of the disaster
ends

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Frequency students who making
aspect Disaster Mitigation Skills
Class
experiment 1
experiment 2
24
24
15
17
18
22
21

24

20
18
19
23
24

20
22
20
24
24

10

26

23

24

16

17

The results of the implementation of learning tools on disaster mitigation impact on improving student learning
outcomes that can be seen in Table 2.
Table 2. Calculation Results Improved Learning Outcomes
Class
experiment 1
experiment 2
control 1
control 2

Pre Test
52,56
54,76
49,80
51,50

Post Test
71,74
74,03
62,00
64,40

Gain
47,44
45,24
50,20
48,50

N gain
0,40
0,43
0,24
0,26

criteria
Medium
Medium
Lower
Lower

To determine whether a learning tool in disaster mitigation appropriate to be implemented in the learning, an
accuracy of the learning questionnaire distributed to the students and direct interviews teachers in schools.
Results calculation of accuracy questionnaire is given to the students' learning can be seen in Table 3.
Table 3. Results of the questionnaire calculation accuracy learning
No

Score

Criteria

Experiment 1
student

1
2
3
4

17-20
13-16
9-12
5-8

Very precise
precise
Less precise
Not exactly
Total

11
18
5
0
34

Experiment 2
%
32,35
52,95
14,70
0
100

student
12
20
2
0
34

%
35,30
58,82
5,88
0
100

Based on these calculations, it means that the device is appropriately applied to disaster mitigation learning in
class because > 80% of students give positive response to the disaster learning integrated social science.
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Meanwhile the results of interviews researchers to classroom teachers in school are learning devices accordance
with the competence (of interest) to be achieved and the students' characteristics, coherent, easy to applied in
learning, practice to use, and can increase the skills of disaster mitigation and improve student learning
outcomes.
Teachers did not face significant obstacles when they implemented learning model in classroom, obstacles arise
precisely from students because they are not familiar with this kind of learning. Constraints of students only
occurs at the beginning after that learning activities teachers reveal students who originally confused already can
follow the lesson well, so that learning becomes interesting and be active learning for student. In addition to
disaster mitigation skills learned in the implementation of the results, this study also conducted observation of
student activity. Results of activity observation of students in disaster mitigation can be seen in Table 4.
Table 4. Calculation Results Percentage of Each Activities Aspect
Experiment 1
No

Activities Aspect

1
2

Listen to the ideas / opinions of the group.
Providing ideas / opinions to the group
Ask the group members if there are problems that are
not understood.
Responding to questions from other groups.
Leave a question in accordance with the results of
another group discussions presentations
Involved at the time of fixing the results presentation.
Responding to questions from the teacher.
Writing teacher's explanations
Listen to the teacher's explanations
Reading books, worksheets or relevant to the lesson

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

student

Experiment 2

%

%

24
23

70,59
67,65

23
25

67,65
73,53

14

41,18

17

50,00

18

52,94

21

61,76

13

38,24

17

50,00

34
22
34
34
26

100
64,71
100
100
76,47

34
18
34
34
25

100
52,94
100
100
73,53

4. Discussion
In developing these learning tools, researchers are using the Four D model which consisting of four stages:
definding, designing, developing (develop), and spreading (disseminate) is not done. Phase disseminate not be
done because the development model used in developing learning device has been modified to the activities
contained within each step and phase Four-D and not just a change of four phases into three phases but also
characterize the process and the distinctiveness of activity in research steps conducted by researchers (Rohmad
2011, Kunreuther, 2006, Peguero, 2006).
The results showed an increase in disaster mitigation skills due to the learning model disaster mitigation give
flexibility to students to perform a variety of learning activities, for example allowing them to train themselves to
draw conclusions. Giving information about the activities to be carried out also encourages students to undertake
disaster mitigation skills in learning. (Balakirsky et al., 2007; Ohgai et al., 2005), suggest ways to help a person
in order to carry out aspects of disaster mitigation skills well, one of them is to let them train themselves draw
conclusions based on clues or indirect evidence.
Student activities during the learning disaster mitigation showed an increase. The type of disaster mitigation
skills that can be performed by students at the primary school does not spread as well as adults because of the
limitations of their mindset (Comfort, Oh, Ertan, & Scheinert, 2010). In simple skills disaster mitigation to be
possessed by students at least consists of: the skill to avoid disaster, to protect themselves and help others (Burby,
2006). It is believed that all three mitigation skills using simple language and procedures of the appropriate
mindset of primary school students.
Disaster mitigation learning has covered a third of the disaster mitigation skills. In the process of learning
integrated social science students learn by observing and doing practical disaster simulation process directly,
with little guidance from the teacher the students can understand the way to escape from the disaster. By doing
practical disaster mitigation students will work according to the steps contained in practical instructions that had
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been developed at the previous meeting. Observation, discussion, and then present the results in front of the class
after the students report the results of observation are aspects of disaster mitigation skills aspect which executed
entirely by students with both then after learning of students will have the skills of disaster mitigation is better
than before (Imamura et al., 2012; Yamazaki et al., 2010).
Implementation of disaster mitigation learning device also affects students learning outcomes. The results
showed differences in learning outcomes among students who had learning with disaster mitigation learning and
students who received conventional learning. Where students got a lesson with mitigation of disaster
(experimental group) had results higher learning than students who received conventional learning (control
group), this is due to learning by using disaster mitigation students more interested, enthusiastic and students feel
learning disaster mitigation is more fun than conventional learning. Besides, also in the conventional learning
teacher holds a dominant role while students tend to be passive.
The improving student learning outcomes is due to the involvement of students during the learning process. This
is in accordance with the opinion of Darsono (2004) which states that one of the principles of learning is
experiencing its own, meaning that students who perform with his own will obtain optimal learning results. In
learning to use a learning tool in disaster mitigation students actively involved in learning and so has a better
understanding for students than who studied conventionally. Students who are active in the learning activities
will have better understanding and learning outcomes than students who only listen to the teacher's explanation
and passive during learning activities (Yamazaki & Zavala, 2013; Galindo & Batta, 2013).
Based on observations known that the activity of students in learning activities positively impact in student
learning outcomes, so the higher the activity of students the higher learning outcomes achieved by students.
Occurrence of increasing disaster mitigation skills of students, students cognitive learning outcomes and learning
activities of students in disaster mitigation indicate that the learning tools that have been developed appropriate
applied in the classroom.
5. Conclusion
1. The device in the form of learning model syllabus, lesson plan, teaching materials, worksheets, LDS (student
discussion worksheet) and evaluation tool developed according to the learning characteristics of disaster
mitigation. The first phase of defending is literature study and survey of the potential for disaster in the student
residence. The second phase includes the selection of the design and planning approach to product development.
The third stage is the development of learning tools disaster mitigation, validation by the team, revision, limited
testing and extensive trials in Ngaglik elementary school and Parangtritis elementary school.
2. The development of learning outcomes is declared effective because it proved able to increase disaster
mitigation skills of students, student learning outcomes, and the apropiate to be applied at school.
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